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ABSTRACT
Two-dimensional liquid chromatography isthe most usually utilized procedure to tackle the partition issues due to
heightening in top limited selectivity.The critical innovation in the framework is the point of interaction valve. Two
sections are associated withan arrangement and the gushing from the principal segment is moved onto the second
segment this is additionally called extensive 2Dchromatography becauseits having high settling power. Moreover, twodimensionalliquid chromatographypermits the coupling of two uniquepartitionmodes in a singletechnique. Due to
higher peak capacity and selectivity, two-dimensional liquid chromatography is becoming more commonly used across
a range of industries to tackle tough separation challenges. The 2D -LC interface is the system's most important
technology. The effluent from the first system is transmitted to the second column through two chromatographic
columns connected in series. The development of powerful methods that can be employed in both research and
regulated laboratory conditions is becoming increasingly important to users. This chapter begins by examining the
fundamental guiding concepts for designing efficient 2D-LC techniques, followed by a discussion of the most significant
improvements in instrumentation, method creation and optimization approaches, and software during the last decade.
Two-dimensional liquid chromatography (LC-LC) is an effective method for improving LC separation performance.
Different separation processes in different dimensions increase the peak capacity of LC× LC separation.
KEYWORDS: 2D-LC, comprehensive 2D-LC, Heartcutting 2D-LC,Peakcapacity,Orthogonality Interface

INTRODUCTION
The origins of current two-dimensional liquid
chromatography may be traced back to the late 1970s and
early 1980s when proof-of-principle investigations
revealed that 2D-LC had greater potential resolving power
than standard two-dimensional liquid chromatography
(1D-LC).1 2D-LC was crucial in the separation of complex
and difficult-to-separate compounds in the domains of
proteomics and polymer chemistry in the 1990s.The Agilent
1290 infinity 2 D-LC solution provides the separation
performance you need to solve this challenge in a single
system with the flip of a switch you can select between
single dimensions Hplc and the ultimate power of two-

dimensional liquid chromatography. However, these
increased separations were often at the expense of a long
analysis time (for example, several hours to days), making
2D-LC a niche technique limited to a small percentage of
all liquid phase separations.2 There have been substantial
advancements in the capabilities of instrument
components for LC during the last ten years, and now
high-resolution 2D-LC is available separation can be
carried out in less than an hour. 2D-LC is the fastest and
fully automated.The main purpose of employing this
technique is to separate the mixtures that 1D-LC cannot
separate effectively.3
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PRINCIPLE

2. Heart-cutting 2D liquid chromatography (LC-LC).

It is an adsorption procedure wherein the infused test is
isolated by going through two different partition
stages.Two distinct chromatographic segments are
associated in the grouping, and the profluent from the
main framework is moved on to the subsequent section.2D
LC is characterized as the strategy wherein two free fluid
stage partitions to frameworks are applied for example.4

3. Multiple heart-cutting2D liquid chromatography (MLCLC).

CLASSIFICATION
1. Comprehensive2D liquid chromatography (LCxLC).

Figure 1: Comprehensive and Heart-cutting 2D-LC.4
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In Comprehensive 2D-LC
The complete effluent from the first dimension column is
transferred to the 2nd dimensioncolumn usinga modulation
valve with two loops.5while one loop is being filled with
the eluent from the first dimension column the content of
the other loop is analyzed on the second-dimensional
column the second dimension analysis uses fast gradients
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of 20 to 30 seconds or even faster after data acquisition
the partial chromatograms ofthe two dimensions are
aligned to give a two-dimensional representation of the
data the Agilent 1290 infinity 2 DLC solution is available
in 3 pre-configured setups allowing you to select a system
that matches your needs for performance and flexibility
and that remains within your budget for utmost
investmentprotection you can also upgrade easily and
seamlessly from your current Agilent LC no matter which
setup you choose the leading technology of the Agilent
2D LC solution always ensures highest reproducibility
and accuracy for ultra-fast 2D gradients a key component
of this unique solution is the new Agilent 1200 infinity
series.

In Heart-cutting D-LC
Selected parts of the columns of the first-dimension
effluent are transferred to the 2 nd dimension column
typically one or two peaks are cutandanalyzedon a long
column with higher separation efficiency the runtime of
the second dimension analysis is usually much longer
than the collection time from the first dimension however
a simple heart cut approach might miss close eluting peaks
now.
Contrasted with complete 2D-LC, heart-cutting 2D-LC
furnishes a successful procedure with considerably less
framework arrangement and a much lower working
expense.6

Multiple Heart-cutting
(MLC-LC) helps you to solve this timing dilemma easily
this new technique stores peaks from the first dimension
analysis in the loop while the second dimension analysis
is still running as soon as the second dimension analysis
finishes the system works off sequentially the stored peaks
from each heart cut the complete multiple heart cutting
solution comprises 12 pre-aligned loops giving you ready
to go system unique software facilitates easiest method
setup online monitoring of system status and smartest
data analysis.7
2D LC can be done by “heart-cutting’’ chromatography,
which implies the transfer of only a portion of the elutes of
the first column to the second column, or by sequentially
transferring all the first dimension eluent in many small
aliquots, to the second dimension. This is also known as
“comprehensive” 2Dchromatography.

Peak Capacity
it is characterized as the biggest number of pinnacles that
can be squeezed into the division window taken as the

time contrast between the last eluting top and the first
eluting top. It ought to be certain that the biggest number
of pinnacles that fit will be acquired when every one of the
pinnacles is similarly all around settled. That is, some space
is squandered if every one of the pinnacles is not similarly
settled. The top limit is a hypothetical or theoretical
amount, as tops never elute with the end goal that they
are similarly settled. Normally the essential goal (R] is
thought to be 1.0. This compares to a partition of exactly
visit top standard deviations (4ó) between adjacent top
maxima.8

Sampling Frequency
A massive number of fractions should be transported along
a peak eluting from the first dimension to retain the
resolution acquired in the first dimension in a
comprehensive configuration to the largest extent possible.
Because a type of mixing or “de-separation” process
occurs before the transmission to the second dimension,
sampling or modulation intervals significantly longer than
the peak widths originating from the primary column
significantly limit the first dimension resolving power. The
acquired separation is fully lost when substances that
were (partially) separated by the first dimension column
are gathered in the same fraction. In other words, in
comprehensive approaches, fast second dimension
analyses are required. Unfortunately, this means that there
is little time for separation in the second dimension, and
thus the problem.9

Orthogonality
True orthogonality is technically challenging to obtain
because it is determined not only by the separation
methods but also by the properties of the solutes and the
separation conditions.
Because the nature of the solutes varies depending on
sample origin, there is no such thing as a generic
orthogonal combination. When the suitable stationary and
mobile phases are carefully chosen concerning the
physicochemical parameters of the sample constituents,
such as size, charge, polarity, hydrophobicity, and so on,
successful orthogonal pairings can be obtained. Different
surface chemistries, support materials, carbon load, pore
size, and other features of stationary phases are currently
available, whereas the parameters of the mobile phase can
be changed by modifying the modifier, pH, temperature,
or introducing ion-pair agents.10

INSTRUMENTATION
3
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Figure 2: Two-dimensional LC.11

Mobile Phase Reservoirs
It contains a plate with a glass bottle where the portable
stage is put away in a bottle. these containers are made of
top-notch glass they won’t respond tothe versatile stage.
It contains different extremities of solvents, for example,
water, methanol, and acetonitrile. The glass bottles with
tubing’s interfacing them to the siphon inlet. The versatile
stage might be the ‘’isocratic technique’’ (or) “gradient
strategy’’.11

Pumps
These pumps are also called solvent delivery systems.The
motivation behind the siphon is to keep a steady
progression of the versatile stage through the framework
to forestall back tension in the segment with the strain of

4

Figure 5: Solvent System
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6000psi.To build the investigation of test time the pumps
are used. High-pressure angle framework pumps where
solvents of the portable stage are blended after the high
strain siphon.12 Low tension slope framework where four
repositories of the portable stage are blended before the
siphon implies low strain.

to 10,000 psi), (c) prepared for use in inclination elution,
(d) consistent stream rate which is free of segment back
strain and dissolvable thickness, yet hindrance of a beat
stream which should be streamlined utilizing a heartbeat
damper.Advantage: This kind of siphon is high result
tension and prepared versatility to angle elution.

Pumps framework has the accompanying rigid
prerequisites:

Displacement (or syringe) Pump

Generation of tension of up to 6000psi, pulse-free result,
flow rates range from 0.1 to 10 ml/min, good stream control
to give stream reproducibility of 0.5% or better, corrosion
safe parts
Three kinds of pumps:
Reciprocating pump
Displacement pump
Pneumatic pump

Reciprocating Pump
A responding siphon is a mechanical gadget that changes
the mechanical energy into pressure-driven energy.
The dissolvable is brought into a little chamber when the
dissolvable check valve is open and pumped out of it
when the segment check valve is openby the everchanging movement of an engine-driven cylinder (Fig 6).
The pump enjoys the benefits of (a) little dissolvable
chamber volume (35-400 mL), (b) high result pressure (up

The guideline is positive dissolvable removal by a cylinder
precisely determined at a consistent rate in a cylinder office
of around 250-500ml limit with the age of heartbeat less
stream with high tension capacities. The dissolvable is
siphoned out of an enormous chamber by an unclogged
(Fig 7). The siphon delivers a heartbeat-free stream which
is additionally autonomous of section back tension and
dissolvable thickness. Yet, it has a restricted dissolvable
limit (~250 mL) and requires topping off of a dissolvable
chamber for persistent use.13

Pneumatic (or constant pressure) Pump
In these siphons, the portable stage is passed through
the segment with the utilization of strain created from a
gas cylinder.it has a restricted limit of solvents.14 Due to
dissolvable thickness back tension may develop.it is reliant
upon the back tension of the segment.The stream is
restricted to strain beneath 2000psi
Advantage: beat free stream and creates high strain
Disadvantage: it has a restricted volume limit, for example,
70ml

Figure 6: Reciprocating Pump12
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Figure 7: Displacement Pump13

Figure 7: Pneumatic Pump14

Injectors
The least measure of the sample should be presented so
that pinnacle is very sharp, and the injectors are utilized
to infuse the fluid example inside the range of 0.1 to 100ml
of volume with high reproducibility.
Sorts of injectors:

Stop Flow
In which the progression of the portable stage is halted
6

for some time and the example is infused through a valve
gadget.

Anodynee Injector
It is the most well-known injector. This has a proper volume
circle like 20 or 50ul or more. The injector has 2 modes
when the example is injected.15Load position when the
test is stacked on the up and up, and Injection mode when
the example is infused.
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Figure 8: Rheodyne Injector15

Septuminjectors
For injecting the sample through a rubber septum.16This
is not common, since the septum has to withstand high
pressure

ìm. Permeable packings are for the most part silica-based
with molecule distances from 3 to 10 ìm. The sections are
of three sorts:
Analytical columns.

Columns

Preparative columns.

The segment thought about the Heart of the
chromatography’’ the division of the example parts is
accomplished when those parts go through the column.
Thesection fixed stage isolates the example parts of
interest utilizing different physical and synthetic
boundaries.17Segments are comprised of tempered steel
or weighty glass which stands to the high strain. Segments
are typically thin cylinders loaded with 25 ìm particles.
The inner part of the segment should be smooth and
uniform. Section aspects in reach from 10 to 25 cm long
and around 4.6 mm interior width. Pellicular(or)porous
pressing materials are normally utilized. Pellicular packings
are nonporous glass or polymer dabs going from 30 to 40

Guard columns.
4.4.1.guard segment: The existence of the section can be
expanded by presenting the Guard segment. It is a short
section that is put between the injector and the segment.
The watchman section shields the segment from harm or
loss of proficiency brought about by particulate matter or
firmly adsorbed substances in the example or solvents.This
is principally used to eliminate the particles which are
obstructed the detachment segment or which cause the
benchmark float, diminished goal, diminished awareness,
and so forth
4.4.2. analytical column:The most significant piece of the
HPLC procedure concludes the proficiency of separation.

Figure 10: Septum Injector16
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These are a few fixed stages available relying on the
technique or method of division utilized.
Various kinds of sections based on their composition and
strategy for detachment:
Normal phase columns
Reverse phase columns
Ion exchange columns

Reverse Phase Column
Invert stage HPLC utilizes a polar portable stage and a
non-polar fixed stage. Invert stage HPLC is the most wellknown fluid chromatography technique utilized. The R
bunches generally joined to the siloxane for invert stage
HPLC are C8, C18,or any hydrocarbon.19 Turn around the
stage can likewise involve water as the portable stage,
which is worthwhile because water is modest, nontoxic,
and imperceptible in the UV area.

Size exchange columns

Ion- chromatography column
normal phase column:
A polar fixed stage and a non-polar portable stage are
utilized for typical stage HPLC. In the ordinary stage, the
most well-known R bunches connected to the siloxane are
diol, amino, cyano, inorganic oxides, and
dimethylamino.18The ordinary stage is likewise a type of
fluid strong chromatography. Most non-polar mixtures will
elute first while doing ordinary stage HPLC.

Figure 11: Normal Phase Column18

Figure 12: Reverse Phase Column19
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Particle trade sections are utilized to isolate particles and
atoms that can be effectively ionized. Partition of the particles
relies upon the particle’s proclivity for the fixed stage, which
makes a particle trade framework. 20 The electrostatic
connections between the analytes, the versatile stage, and
the fixed stage, add to the partition of particles in the sample.
Only emphatically or contrarily accused buildings can
cooperate with their cation or anion exchangers.
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Figure 13: Ion Exchange Chromatography Column20

Size-exclusion Chromatographic Column

The pressing utilized in present-day HPLC comprises little,

Separate atoms in light of their size, not sub-atomic weight. A
typical pressing material for these segments is atomic
strainers. Zeolites are a typical sub-atomic strainer that is
utilized. The atomic sifters have pores that little particles can
go into, however huge particles can’t. This permits the bigger
atoms to go through the segment quicker than the more
modest ones.21 Other pressing materials for size prohibition
chromatographic segments are polysaccharides and different
polymers, and silica. The pore size for size rejection partitions
shifts somewhere in the range of 4 and 200 nm.

unbending particles having a tight molecule size. There
are predominantly three sorts of section packings.They
are as per the following:Porous, polymeric dots in light of
styrene-divinylbenzenecopolymers. These are chiefly
utilized for

particle trade and

size rejection

chromatography. These days, these are supplanted by
silica-based packings which are more proficient and
precisely more steady.Permeable silica particles with tight
molecule size (measurement <10 ìm) range.

Figure 14: Size Exclusion Chromatography21

Comparison Somewhere in the Range of C8 and C18
C8

C18

A type of column used in the reverse phase chromatography

Another type of column used in the reverse phase chromato-

containing octysilane as its stationary phase

graphy containing octadecylsilane as the stationary phase

Less hydrophobic

More hydrophobic

Has low retention time

Has higher retention time

Sample elutes quickly

Sample elutes slowly

Gives a relatively slow separation

Gives a greater separation

Less dense

Denser

Has a short carbon chain

Has a long carbon chain
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Modulation (or) Interface Valve

Detectors

2d LC valve connecting the first with the second dimension
it enables two absolutely symmetrical flow paths for loop
filling during analysis this reduces band broadening of
samples before the second dimension common for sharper
peaks and fewer artifacts in the data another key factor is
the easy-to-use software a quick start guide takes you
intuitively through a system configuration and method
setup all required parameters are available in a single
screen supporting you with automatic calculation of critical
parameters and thereby enabling you to set up the most
advanced gradient combinations within seconds for
multiple heart cutting two-dimension LC a preview
function is available load a reference signal to identify at a
glance which peaks you want to heart cut to analyze data
from multiple heart cutting two-dimension LC the new
interactive heart cut viewer provides for a fast and easy
review of your data and offers a straightforward reporting
function to visualize the highly complex information
generated by comprehensive two-dimension LC image
software from Agilent partner GC images offers all required
data analysis features you are used to using in onedimensional chromatography.

A finder is a gadget used to distinguish parts in the blend
being eluted off the chromatographic column. The locators
convert an adjustment of emanating into an electric sign
that is recorded by the information framework.
Types of detectors
UV-Visible detector
Fluorescence detector
Refractive index detector
Evaporative light scattering detector
4.6.1. absorbance detector (uv/vis):
The absorbance locator estimates the capacity of solutes
to retain light at a specific frequency range. Whenthe light
of a specific frequency is aimed at a stream cell, the
substance inside the stream cell assimilates the light.
accordingly,the force of the light that leaves the stream
cell is not exactly that of the light that enters it.23An
absorbance finder estimates the degree to which the light
power decline (i.e.,the absorbance).There are three kinds
of UV-Visible absorbance indicators: fixed-frequency
identifiers, variable, and diode exhibit identifiers.

Figure 15: Figure (15):Flow paths for the two positions of an 8- port/2 -position valve used for LCxLC22
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Figure 16: Uv-visible Detector23

The SPD-20A and SPD-20AV are broadly useful UV-Visible
locators offering an extraordinary degree of responsiveness
and strength. With further developed light-source
remuneration and stray light rectification, high awareness
is accomplished across an incredibly expansive direct
reach (2.5AU). A temperature-controlled stream cell helps
with decreasing clamor and considers pattern soundness.

Fluorescence Detector
A fluorescence detector is an example of a selective
detector, with detection limits smaller than RI or absorbance
monitors.The RF-20A and RF-20Axs are fluorescence
detectors with industry-leading sensitivity and quick
sampling for UHPLC and HPLC separations.24 Because
cells and lamps may be replaced from the front panel with
no further position adjustment, these detectors are

extremely easy to maintain. The RF-20Axs additionally
include a temperature-controlled flow cell with cooling
mechanisms, which allows for high peak area
reproducibility despite room temperature variations.

Evaporative Light Scattering Detector
The ELSD-LT II is a low-temperature evaporative light
scattering detector with a special nebulizer and evaporation
tube.25 This universal detector is a useful tool for analyzing
chemicals that cannot be tested using an absorbance
detector.

Refractive Index Detector
Measures the general capacity of the versatile stage and
its solutes to refract or twist light. This indicator measures
the atom’s capacity to redirect light in a streaming portable

Figure 17: Fluorescence Detector24
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Figure 18: Evaporative Light Scattering Detector25

Figure 19: Refractive Index Detector26

stage in a stream cell compared with a static versatile stage
contained in the reference cell. The measure of avoidance
is relative to the grouping of the solute in the portable
stage.26 The RID-20A is an elite exhibition, simple to-utilize
refractive file indicator that offers phenomenal steadiness.
A double temperature control structure and a superior warm
plan are taken on for the optical framework to give better
benchmark security and a more limited beginning
adjustment time.

Recorders and Integrators
They record the signs arising out of the locator as
deviation from the benchmark. The electrical sign acquired
from the locator is enhanced and recorded as an element
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of time with the assistance of a potentiometric recorder.27
The reactions are gotten as chromatographic tops from
which the maintenance season of the solute is still up in
the air.They have information handling capacity and record
the singular tops with their maintenance time, height and
width, peak area, and percentage of region.

METHOD DEVELOPMENT
Two pumps, two columns, an injector, an interface, and a
detector constitute a total LC system. Figure (4) shows a
typical example of an LC-LC setup. The two are hyphenated
in the interface.It is a two-position/10-port high-pressure
valve in this example.switching valve with two sample
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loops for collecting and injecting the first dimension
alternatelyto the secondary column effluent.Because it
allows the continuous transmission of primary column
effluent to the second dimension, the interface is a critical
component in all complete LC systems. The method
development for the two dimensions in comprehensive
LC is a matter of many compromises.28Before coupling,
the methods in both dimensions should be optimized
concerning the sample characteristics and taking into
account all parameters that influence the peak capacity
(orthogonality, sampling frequency, compatibility of the
dimensions, etc.). The invention of methods for the two
dimensions in comprehensive LC is filled with
compromises. Before coupling, the procedures in both
dimensions should be improved in terms of sample qualities
and all parameters that influence peak capacity
(orthogonality, sampling frequency, dimension
compatibility, and so on).

TECHNICAL PROBLEMS IN 2D LC
Compatibility with Mobile Phases
The compatibility of the mobile phases in the two
dimensions is an essential issue in complete LC. To create
a concentrating effect, the mobile phase eluting from the
main column should preferably consist of a weak solvent
ingredient of the second dimension mobile phase.
Furthermore, if the solvents or solvent mixture utilized as
mobile phases are not miscible, major challenges develop,
making the combination of several separation modes more
challenging. This is the situation, for example, when one
of the separation dimensions is RP-LC, HILIC, or IEX, and
the other is NP-LC or SEC. In the first step, the solvent is
frequently an aqueous solution, while in the second, it is
usually an organic solvent.

Valves, Column Connections, and Delay
Volumes
In comprehensive LC, the design and implementation of
column switching is a key and delicate technique. The
transfer of first-dimension effluent to second-dimension
must be done quickly and consistently. Furthermore,
tubing, column connections, and internal portions of valve
ports should be kept to a minimum, contributing only a
minor amount to extra-column band broadening. Due to
the increasing complexity of the system, configurations
with a parallel second dimension suffer considerably more
from this rise in delay volume. it is important to pay close
attention to the reproducibility of the applied second
dimension columns.To minimize problems with data

management, peak identification, peak capacity estimation,
and quantification, the separation of the sample
components on both columns should be identical in terms
of retention durations and bandwidths. However, using
commercially available columns rather than homemade
stationary phases greatly improves reproducibility.

Sensitivity and Dilution
Dilution parameters are important factors for analyte
detection. Chromatography is a separation technique that
is always accompanied by dilution, and in comprehensive
LC, this dilution occurs mostly at the interface when the
fractions are injected into the second dimension. It is the
primary source of sensitivity loss and lower detection limits
in comprehensive LC.

CHALLENGE OF DIFFICULT TO RESOLVE
MIXTURES
Chromatography in a variety of fields is familiar with this
problem. When only a short length of time is available to
resolve a relatively “simple” mixture, we frequently
discover that the analysis time is directed by the resolution
of one or a few stubborn pairs of compounds that refuse
to improve despite changes to easily manipulated
separation variables such as eluent composition, stationary
phase-type, or column temperature. Changes in the
stationary phase type can often result in larger changes in
the elution pattern, while improvements in one important
pair typically result in the separation of another pair being
reduced. Column coupling and selectivity tuning can help
to improve the benefits of altering stationary phase
differences.This issue is natural to chromatography in
numerous application regions. At the point when just a
restricted time is free to determine a clear “basic” blend,
we frequently figure out that the examination opportunity
is constrained by the goal of one or a couple of obstinate
sets of mixtures that oppose improvement notwithstanding
changes to the handily controlled division factors, for
example, eluent synthesis, fixed stage type, or section
temperature. Changes in the fixed stage type can regularly
impact more noteworthy changes in the elution design,
however, upgrades in one basic pair as often as a possible
outcome in the diminishing in the division of another pair.

Usage of 2D Separation Space
In traditional 1Dchromatography, it is considered best
practice to employ as much of the available separation
space (i.e., nominally, the analysis time) for separation of
the mixture at hand as possible, with the least amount of
vacant space in the chromatogram. Adjusting the elution
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conditions so that weakly retained compounds elute
towards the dead time, strongly held compounds elute
before the end of the analysis, and compounds eluting in
the middle are spread out rather than packed together in
narrow sections is a common way to achieve this goal.

color of the spots represents the intensity of the peaks.
Unfortunately, specific software, which is required for both
instrument control and data presentation, is currently
unavailable for 2D LC. Growth is projected as interest
grows and the number of users increases.

Applications from Selected Fields

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 2D-LC AND 1D-LC

Peptide fingerprinting, surfactants, and polymers,
Lipidomics, Pharmaceuticals.

In experimental work in which the precision of peak size
measurement in 1D-LC and LCxLC were compared

BENEFITS OF COMBINING LC AND SFC
FOR NEUTRAL COMPOUND SEPARATION

It is clear that the average precision of the 2Dmethod is
worse than that of the 1Dmethod

While RPLC ×RPLC or HILIC ×RPLC can be used to analyze
ionizable or polar substances, the separation of many
neutral chemicals using LC× LC remains difficult. Several
articles propose that combining LC and supercritical fluid
chromatography (SFC) could be worth researching to
broaden the range of possibilities, regardless of
polarity.The first online connection between LC and SFC
came in the late 1980s and early 1990s and utilized SEC in
one dimension and capillary SFC in the other. The major
goal was to find a non-volatile and thermally unstable
compound characterization alternative to gas
chromatography in an SEC GC configuration. However,
the interest in such LC-SFC combinations proved to be
fleeting, as none of them were documented in the literature
between the mid-1990s and the mid-2000s, to our
knowledge. This is owing to I a decline in interest in
capillary SFC as a result of the low polarity of pure
supercritical CO2, which limits the technique to
hydrophobic chemicals, and the lack of popularity of
packed column SFC during this period.Despite being
invented in 1983, packed column SFC had low strength at
the time and was certainly not mature enough for twodimensional hyphenations.

CONCLUSION

DATA REPRESENTATION
In comprehensive LC, a large volume of data is generated
in a relatively short amount of time. When quick scanning
equipment is employed to collect data, the chromatograms
are made up of a large number of data points, resulting in
large files. The data processing should provide the analyst
with as much information as feasible in a user-friendly
manner. Tables with retention periods (for identification)
and sizes (for quantification) of all observed peaks are
particularly useful in addition to a visual display.The
retention times in the first and second dimensions are
displayed along the x- and y-axes, respectively, in 2D plots
or graphical representations. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the
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2D LCxLC is expensive &complex but well worth the gain
in separation potential &peak capacity for complex
samples.
Increased peak capacity results in increased separation
potential.
Peak description has an impact on quantitation in 2D
LCxLC analysis of PAHs& can be optimized.
The impact of different integration methods on the
quantitative abilities of LCxLC-UV was discussed.
3-D chromatographic peaks can be quantified.
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